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A volume is a collection of addressable sectors that can be used for data storage. A partition 
is a collection of consecutive sectors in a volume. By definition, every partition is also a 
volume (but not visa-versa)! Each partition has a parent volume (the volume it belongs to).
Partition maps hold information as to where partitions start and where they end. Partitioning 
is an OS level feature. Embedding or overlapping partition maps is considered invalid!
Space (ie. volume slack) can be generated between partition maps for storing illicit data!



Sector Allocation
With a 1024 sector volume

128 byte bitmap can store allocated and 
unallocated volume sectors

Various allocation strategies

first-available free sector

next-available free sector (from last 
allocation point)

best-fit collection of free sectors
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Its also sometimes necessary to map damaged or corrupt sectors on a disk. Obviously, such 
sectors are also good places to hide untoward data! We’ll ignore this level of detail here 
though.
First-available: high likely hood of fragmentation; data at start of file system more likely to 
be overwritten than that at its end.
Next-available: more balanced allocation system in terms of data recovery.
Best-fit: file size increases can lead to fragmentation; when best-fit fails (eg. no contiguous 
set of sectors large enough to fit the file), we fall back to using first-available or next-
available allocation strategies.
Allocation strategy used is an OS level feature.



File Allocation
Not enough to know which sectors are 
allocated

need to know how they relate to file 
contents!

Different file allocation maps (along with 
associated data structures) give rise to 
different file systems

eg. FAT, Ext3, NTFS, etc.

File allocation maps implemented by special 
files on filesystem!
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FAT
Each file associated with directory entry data 
structure

records file start (block nos.), size and meta 
info. (eg. timestamps, etc.)

FAT structure list of block nos., EOF or nulls

file allocation linked list of block nos.

FAT12, FAT16 and FAT32

difference is entry size in FAT structure

entry size determines filesystem size limit
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Here, we’ll take the view (as in UNIX systems) that directories are files. 
In FAT filesystems, blocks are known as clusters - confusingly, we’ll stick to using the term 
block here!



FAT
File name SizeStart
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Anti-forensics?

Lost file?

free block
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In FAT, block 0 and 1 do not exist (they encode unallocated blocks and EOF) - so, block 
numbers start at 2.
During any forensic investigation, ensure that your toolsets can deal with the unexpected - 
eg. cyclic graph structures within the FAT!



Disk Layout
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Boot sector starts at sector 0 - data within boot sector tells us:
  -how big boot sector is
  -where primary FAT starts
  -where secondary/mirror/backup FAT starts
  -how large each FAT structure is
  -where root directory entry is
  -how many sectors are on the physical disk/volume
Deleting a directory entry consists of simply overwriting the first character of its name with 
an underscore and then zeroing all block numbers allocated to the file in the FAT.


